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A completely relativistic quark model in the Bethe-Salpter framework is employed
to calculate the exclusive production ratio of the neutral over charged Kaon pair in
e+e− annihilation continuum region for center of mass energies smaller than the J/Ψ
mass. The valence quark charge plays the key roˆle. The cancellation of the diagrams
for the same charge case (in KS +KL) and the non-cancellation of the diagrams for
the different charge case (inK−+K+) lead to the ratio as (ms−md)2/M2Kaon ∼ 1/10.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 13.87.Fh, 24.10.Lx
In low energy region below the mass of J/Ψ, it is generally difficult to employ quark
degree of freedom to calculate hadron production, since perturbative QCD calculation is
not valid any more. However, in some simple exclusive processes, we can employ the quarks
in the Bethe-Salpter (BS) framework to investigate, provided that the information of strong
interaction between quarks can be absorbed into the BS wave function (BS vertex). As a
matter of fact, this idea emerged just at the time of the birth of quark model, before the
birth of QCD. One of the most famous examples is the Chinese ‘Straton Model’ in middle
1960’s, namely, ‘Relativistic Structure Theory Of Mesons And Baryons’ [1, 2].
In this paper, we investigate the exclusive production ratio of the neutral over charged
Kaon pair in e+e− annihilation continuum for center of mass energies
√
s smaller than the
J/Ψ mass, under the spirit of the Straton Model. More concretely, we employ a completely
relativistic BS framework to describe the coupling of the virtual photon to the Kaons via the
triangle quark loop (see Fig. 1). The photon-quark vertex is exactly that of the electroweak
standard model. The vertices between the quarks and the corresponding Kaon can be given
by the BS wave function of the Kaon in terms of ‘valence’ quark field. When a resonance
is produced in e+e− annihilation process, the production ratios of its decay channels at the
2relevant
√
s are mainly determined by the properties of the resonance. However, in the
continuum region, the mechanism is different. For our case, the electromagnetic interaction
and non-perturbative QCD interaction are separately assigned in the diagrams of Fig. 1.
Taking into account the scalar function of the momentum space in the quark-hadron BS
vertex, the loop integral is finite. So one can calculate the ratio straightforwardly. The
calculation on the diagrams demonstrates how the naive suppression on the production rate
of the neutral Kaon pair w.r.t. that of the charged ones is obtained. This is just consistent
with the fact that the coupling of neutral particles with the photon is suppressed w.r.t. the
the case of the charged ones [3]. The experiment [3] showes that the suppression can be of
one order of magnitude. Our calculation obtains the suppression factor as (∆m/M)2, where
∆m is the difference between the masses of the down quark and the strange quark, while
M is the mass of the Kaon’s.
In quantum field theory, the BS wave function χ is written as
χ(P, q) =
∫
d4x
(2pi)4
e−iqx
1√
3
δij〈0|Tψi(x
2
)ψ¯j(−x
2
)|B〉 =: SF (p1)Γ(P, q)SF (−p2), (1)
and hence the BS vertex Γ(P, q) is defined. Here P is the four-momentum of the bound
state |B〉, while q is the four-momentum to describe the inner movement of the ingredient
particles. They can be expressed as the linear combination by two four-momenta p1 and p2 of
the propagators, SF (p1) and SF (p2), et vice verse. The only restriction of these momenta is
P 2 =M2B, withMB the mass of the bound state. We emphasize that the ingredient particles
can be off mass shell in the BS framework, hence are treated completely as propagators.
This BS wave function can be obtained by fitting corresponding data for each kind of
meson, in term of the valence quark-antiquark field. To go further, one can set up some
certain model for the structure of each kind of multi-states of hadrons, and get the BS wave
function by solving the BS equation. In due time some of the model parameters may need
to be fixed by data. Here since we only calculate the ratio, we will not go into the details of
the functional of the scalar function φ(q2) in the BS vertex,
Γ(P, q) = ΩP · φ(q2). (2)
Here, the Dirac structure [4, 5] is arranged as
ΩP = γ5 − iγ5 /P B1
M
− iγ5/qB2
M
− γ5
(
/P/q − /q /P
) B3
M2
. (3)
3In the above equation, Bi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the dimensionless coefficients. From this explicit
form, a power counting rule [6–9] can be directly read out. Since we have separated out the
factor /q from the vertex, the scalar wave function φ can be taken as a function of q2. The
normalization of the BS wave function is absorbed into φ.
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FIG. 1: Triangle diagrams for the exclusive productions of e+e− → K0K¯0 and e+e− → K+K−.
As in Ref. [10], the amplitude for Fig. 1(a) is written as
M1 =
−1
3
ie2
K2
ve+γµue−
∫
d4q
(2pi)4
1[
(q + k1)2 −m2s
]
(q2 −m2d)
[
(q − k2)2 −m2s
] (4)
× Tr[γµ(/q − /k2 +ms)Γ2(/q +md)Γ1(/q + /k1 +ms)]φk1(q2)φk2(q2),
where we only consider the leading Dirac structures, i.e. Γ2 = γ
5(1 + B1/k2/M) and Γ1 =
γ5(1 + B1/k1/M) with K = k1 + k2. The other three amplitudes for Fig. 1(b)-(d) are
respectively
M2 =
−1
3
ie2
K2
ve+γµue−
∫
d4q
(2pi)4
1[
(q − k1)2 −m2d
]
(q2 −m2s)
[
(q + k2)2 −m2d
] (5)
× Tr[γµ(/q − /k1 +md)Γ1(/q +ms)Γ2(/q + /k2 +md)]φk1(q2)φk2(q2),
4M ′1 =
−1
3
ie2
K2
ve+γµue−
∫
d4q
(2pi)4
1[
(q + k1)2 −m2s
]
(q2 −m2u)
[
(q − k2)2 −m2s
] (6)
× Tr[γµ(/q − /k2 +ms)Γ2(/q +mu)Γ1(/q + /k1 +ms)]φk1(q2)φk2(q2),
M ′2 =
2
3
ie2
K2
ve+γµue−
∫
d4q
(2pi)4
1[
(q − k1)2 −m2u
]
(q2 −m2s)
[
(q + k2)2 −m2u
] (7)
× Tr[γµ(/q − /k1 +mu)Γ1(/q +ms)Γ2(/q + /k2 +mu)]φk1(q2)φk2(q2).
Here (φk1, φk2) respectively refers to the scalar wave function in the vertex for (K¯
0, K0) or
(K−, K+), and mu, md, ms are the masses of the quarks. In the present study, we adopt
the SU(2) symmetry and thus the scalar wave functions of these four Kaon’s are all the
same in terms of the inner momentum properly sets. But here we use the loop variable q
as self-variable. It is just this choice which makes the functional forms of the φk1(q
2) and
φk2(q
2) could be different.
If one only takes the γ5 term in the BS vertex, i.e. taking B1 = 0, one can find the exact
relationM1 = −M2 with a straightforward calculation. So these two diagrams for the K0K¯0
case (Fig. 1(a) and (b)) completely cancel. On the contrary, we get M ′1 +M
′
2 = 3M
′
1 for
the K+K− case. Conventionally, before the power counting rule [6–9] was suggested, it is
considered that the leading Dirac structure is only γ5. If one adopts this, one can conclude
that the process e+e− → KL +KS is vanishing, w.r.t. the process e+e− → K− +K+ (KS
and KL are just the perpendicular states constructed as the linear combination from the
other two states K0 and K¯0).
Here we address this too simplified result, just to call the attention on the fact that,
when the coupling to the photon via the valence quark is the same for the corresponding
two diagrams, they completely cancel for the the vertex taken as γ5. This is the case for the
down quark and strange quark having the same charge (Fig. 1 (a) (b)). And because the
charge of the up quark and strange quark are different, especially with opposite sign, the
corresponding two diagrams do not cancel, rather are enhanced (Fig. 1 (c) (d)). However,
the power counting rule [6–9] suggests that the leading Dirac structure includes two terms
rather than one. This has significantly improved the description on the decay constant [6–9].
Adopting the vertex as γ5(1 + B1 /P/M)φ(q
2) (the normalization factor in φ(q2) will be
changed), and by straightforward calculations, one can conclude that the neutral to charged
production ratio is
σ(e+e− → KSKL)
σ(e+e− → K+K−)
∼= (∆m
M
)2, (8)
5with ∆m = ms −md. The significant contribution by the loop integral on q, for
√
s smaller
than the J/Ψ mass, is tamed by the scalar wave function, leading to its contribution of order
of Kaon mass. In this improved result with the full leading Dirac structure of the vertex,
one finds that the cancellation between (a) and (b) in Fig. 1 still works, but not completely,
rather, leading to the ∆m factor.
In the BS framework, the light quark masses are parameters. Generally the constituent
quark mass values are adopted and can work well [6–9], hence the value of ∆m is around 150
MeV. With the Kaon mass M ∼ 500 MeV, we get a rough estimation (∆m/M)2 ∼ 1/10,
i.e., one order of magnitude as the experiment [3] indicated. The above calculations also
show that, to get the quantitative result for the ratio between these two exclusive processes,
especially the dependence on the difference of the value of the quark masses, the full leading
Dirac structures that the power counting rule [6] dictates, is necessary.
Besides the ground state Kaons, the excited states can also be studied. Without referring
to the full calculation, but just investigating the relative sign between two contributing
diagrams based on different Dirac structures in the quark-hadron coupling vertex, one can
predict the interesting behaviors: For the case of double vectors, the ratio of neutral over
charged is smaller than one, similar as this ground state case. But for the case of one
pseudo-scalar with one vector, the ratio will turn over to be larger than one. This can be
checked by future experiments.
Once precise data is obtained, the cross section for the above exclusive processes can be
separately fitted, to determine the scalar wave function in the vertex, whose explicit form
here is not used. Needless to say, a concrete model for the BS wave function to describe the
strong interaction in the Kaon’s must be introduced. Some more approximation framework
is also needed [6–9] for the fitting on the hadron spectroscopy.
We suspect that BESIII can give better experimental measurements in energy region
above 2.00 GeV on the charged and neutral Kaon pair exclusive production. For example,
production cross sections of K+K− have been measured at
√
s = 2.00 ∼ 3.08 GeV with
largely reduced uncertainty comparing to previous experiments [11]. The ratio σ(e
+e−→KSKL)
σ(e+e−→K+K−)
in our study can be checked better once the process of KSKL exclusive production were soon
to be obtained at BESIII, and the scalar wave function fitting both exclusive processes can
also be achieved.
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